The Spa Cover
You’ve Always Wanted.
The Last You’ll Ever Need.

How and why
Smartop was developed
Since the invention of the hot tub in 1960, spas have evolved throughout the years.
Evolution came in the way of hydro jets, heaters, lights, music systems, acrylic shells,
plastic spa cabinets, wireless controls and more. The one component that hasn’t
evolved over time is perhaps the most critical – the spa cover. The spa cover protects
the acrylic shell from harmful UV rays, prevents dirt and debris from entering and
contaminating the water and holds heat in the water, which aids in controlling the
spa’s energy usage.
In 2012, I unveiled the very first Smartop with the intent of providing spa owners an
alternative to the proven-to-fail vinyl cover. Since that first design I have continuously
and diligently worked to improve the design and performance to what Smartop is
today - an aesthetically superior, long-lasting and the highest-performing option
in the spa cover market. Smartop is designed to work on new spas or serve as a
replacement cover when it’s time to replace the waterlogged, too-heavy-to-lift vinyl
cover. Smartop is the cover YOU expect, the hot tub cover YOU deserve and the last
cover YOU will ever need.

Mike Genova
President & CEO, Leisure Concepts Inc.

Exclusive DecoShield layer gives aesthetic
superiority and an additional layer of
protection against everyday elements.

Rigid polymer panels provide structural
support while individual chambers filled
with non-water absorbing Owens Corning
foam hold heat in.

Smartop succeeds
where others fail
The traditional vinyl cover has an average life span of three years. The Smartop
was designed using outdoor rated components that are repairable and replaceable
– therefore allowing Smartop to have an indefinite lifespan while offering many
benefits to the spa owner experience.
Non-corrosive anodized
aluminum trim available
in either black or silver.

Maintenance-Free

Weather Resistant

Safe & Secure

Cost & Energy Savings

Non-Absorbing Foam

Eco-Friendly

Built Strong

Performance Guarantee

Steel cable locking system
secures the spa against
unauthorized use.

Patented, exclusive EAS Lift & Assist
makes the cover feel feather light
during opening and closing.

Deckmount Kit (Optional)
The Deckmount Kit allows Smartop Upright to be
installed on spas that are recessed into the deck or
ground by allowing the bracket to be mounted to a
flat, horizontal surface rather than the vertical sidewall
of the spa cabinet.

Patent No. 8,813,275 | 9,689,172

Smartop Upright
Creates Privacy and Wind Block

The Smartop Upright creates a private, peaceful hot tub experience with its
unique design that allows the cover to act as a privacy screen and wind block
when in the open position. Smartop’s patented EAS Lift and Assist component
allows fingertip opening and closing of the front half of the cover. Requiring just
six inches of clearance behind the spa, Smartop Upright is the perfect solution for
limited space situations.

Smartop Vanish XL
When an open view is the priority

The sleek, streamlined Smartop Vanish XL lift system is designed to place the
cover in a low-profile position behind the spa while gas shocks and patented EAS
Lift and Assist system make the cover fingertip light when opening and closing.
Requiring just 24 inches of clearance behind the spa, the Smartop Vanish XL
allows open viewing to enjoy your beautiful setting.

Patent No. 9,574,361 | 9,689,172

Smartop Swim Spa
The Only Cover Strong Enough

Smartop Swim Spa can be made for swim spas up to 22 feet in length. The integrated
cover lift system with the exclusive EAS Lift and Assist component enables easy
opening and closing using a series of hydraulic shocks that assist with the lifting
process. The unique overlap seal between the two covers creates a tight seal that
keeps the heat in while keeping dirt and debris out. Smartop Swim Spa can be
ordered in either the Upright, Vanish XL or a combination of the two.

Patent No. 8,813,275 | 9,574,361 | 9,689,172

Shown with Upright
and Vanish XL Combination

Every Smartop
is custom made

Stylish
DecoShield
Color Options
Bamboo

Black

Brown Tweed

Every Smartop spa cover is custom made 100% in the USA per your design
selections. Unique cover dimensions, corner radius size, insulation level plus color
and trim options result in a spa cover that fits your spa properly and complements
your spa’s surroundings.

Grey Tweed

Pepper Grey

DecoShield
DecoShield is an elegant, textured polymer overlay that provides an additional
layer of protection against even the harshest elements. The exclusive color choices
and patterns bring style and sophistication enhancing the overall look of the spa
and its surroundings.

Portobello

SmartShield 800
For those environments where maximum heat retention is of the highest priority
– the optional SmartShield 800 is the answer! Applied to the bottom side of the
Smartop, SmartShield 800 has proven to increase the already energy conscious
cover by more than 20%. This dense material is soft to the touch and serves as an
added layer of insulation and assists with trapping heat in the hot tub.

Choose
Your Trim Color
& Enhancement
Black Trim

Silver Trim

SmartShield 800*
Enhancement Option
*Additional fee applies

Maintenance-Free

Safe & Secure

Smartop is maintenance-free and requires no costly surface
treatment or conditioning. The durable polymer panels and
DecoShield overlay are fast and easy to clean using dish soap
and water. No stitched seams to treat or foam to flip makes
Smartop effortless to own.

Smartop’s steel cable lock system with a supplied combination
lock provides safety and security while preventing
unauthorized use.

Non-Absorbing Foam

Built Strong

Smartop is insulated with Owens-Corning closed cell
waterproof foam, making it impermeable to water weight
gain which eliminates sagging and water puddling.
Smartop is sanitary and clean and will not develop mold,
mildew or odor.

Smartop has been tested to support in excess of 1,000 pounds
via its aluminum channel skeleton. This design protects against
accidental breakage caused by children, animals, tree limbs and
other outside factors.

Weather Resistant

Cost & Energy Savings

Made from weather proven materials designed to stand up to
extreme heat, cold, snow, pounding hail and intense UV rays,
Smartop will maintain its look and style for years on end.

Smartops heat retention capability (R-value) has been tested against,
and proven equal to the highest-rated vinyl cover. Unlike traditional
covers, Smartop maintains the R-value throughout its lifespan due
to the insulation never absorbing moisture and water, resulting in
significant heat retention and cost savings.

Eco-Friendly / Environmentally Conscience

Performance Assurance Guarantee

Different than traditional vinyl covers that are adding to our
landfills at a record rate, Smartop is designed to never need
replacing thereby giving worldwide green efforts a lift.

Every Smartop spa cover is made using superior materials and
craftsmanship by skilled men and women in the USA who
take pride in their work. We are pleased to provide a threeyear Performance Assurance Guarantee unlike any other cover
warranty in the industry. We are proud of the product we have
designed and manufactured and want you to be as well.

Order Your Customized
Smartop Spa Cover Today

Style | Longevity | Performance

smartopspacover.com

3-Year Manufacturer-Backed Performance Assurance Guarantee

Each Smartop is manufactured with superior materials and craftsmanship and meets or exceeds all
ASTM safety standards for UL classification resulting in a product that is warrantied against defects in
materials and workmanship. If your Smartop is found to be unserviceable due to defects in materials or
workmanship within three years from date of purchase, replacement parts OR a replacement
Smartop will be provided.

About Leisure Concepts

Leisure Concepts has been providing millions of satisfied homeowners quality products for over 20 years,
making the company the #1 spa accessory manufacturer in the world. All manufacturing is completed
in the USA in our 100,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art facility allowing the strictest quality control and on-time
delivery. Our goal is to provide quality products that offer many years of trouble-free ownership and 100%
customer satisfaction.

5342 North Florida Street
Spokane, WA 99217
SmartopSpaCover.com

